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Since opening its doors in 2011, the CFPB has accepted consumer complaints on a
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The Good News. The good news for debt collectors is that while debt collection
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of all complaints received by the CFPB. In 2015, that percentage dropped to 31%.
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Communication Tactics. Complaints regarding communication tactics, particularly
over the telephone, comprise 18% of all complaints. Consumers indicate that calls
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Lack of Debt Verification. The Report notes that consumers are frustrated with the
lack of information they receive in compliance with section 1692g requests for
validation. The Report notes further frustration when collectors choose to cease
collection efforts in response to validation requests. Again, debt collectors should
monitor as the FDCPA will likely address this issue in its proposed rulemaking.

Report and Carolina Banker.

Increase in Complaints about Medical Debt Collection. Complaints regarding the
collection of medical debt increased in 2015. According to the Report, the complaints
centered on concerns that insurance should have already paid off the debt being
collected.
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